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Infrastructure investment enabling 
development

There are a range of factors that set the stage for urban development to occur. Development needs to be feasible, including being profitable (considering market 
demand and supply factors) to develop in order to encourage private investors to take the risk, and it needs to be enabled through both planning controls and 
infrastructure investment.

While the planning controls in place need to enable the right level of development to encourage good place outcomes, it is critical that development yields are 
considered at the planning stage to ensure that the outcomes sought can be delivered from a feasibility perspective, otherwise the planning controls will further 
constrain the market through either underdevelopment of sites to drive profitability or through lack of development overall. These outcomes are negative as they 
drive lower densities and decrease the likelihood of achieving affordability.

In addition to the planning controls, there needs to be a clear programme of investment in infrastructure to support development  - this includes transport and 
utilities. The investment in infrastructure impacts the choice of location for development to occur, as it impacts land values which in turn effects feasibility, and it also 
creates certainty for developers about their development being able to be serviced by a network that has capacity for growth. Without investment in infrastructure 
the planning controls alone will not enable development.
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Property uplift key factors

It is widely acknowledged in research both within New Zealand and internationally (Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency, Research Report 479, 2012), that there is a 
link between investment in transport infrastructure and urban development. In locations that become more accessible due to investment in critical infrastructure 
and public transport networks land values typically rise in turn making development more viable. The increase in land values has found to be associated not only 
with the increase in connectivity and the efficiencies this creates but also amenity improvements that result from the investment (ARUP, 2016). 

The level of uplift expected varies across the different types of transport investment made and exponentially based on the distance to infrastructure. For public 
transport, the area that benefits tends to be within a 10-minute walking catchment (800m) of the corridor with a concentration of development opportunities 
arising around the station/stop locations. Across the different public transport modes the level of property uplift is also demonstrated to vary. For light rail, which 
has a defined corridor and permanent infrastructure, the uplift is greater than that for a bus which has a more flexible corridor linked to the road network (LGWM 
Technical Paper, 30 October 2020). 

With investment in new road infrastructure, in particular State Highway investment, the area of benefit is much broader and is defined by the areas that become 
more accessible by road but also the areas that benefit from reduced congestion of the local network (Motu, 2014). As with investment in public transport, the 
property uplift tends to increase closest to the key entrance and exit points. However, for those properties directly adjoining significant road infrastructure amenity 
and property values tend to decrease due to the proximity of vehicle noise and congestion.

Across the example programmes, the different combination of infrastructure investment proposed has been assessed to determine the combined area of benefit. 
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Amenity required to support new 
neighbourhoods and rates of urban 
development

The type of open space required to support a liveable city varies from private open space that is likely in the form of back gardens in suburban areas or balconies 
and terraces in apartments, through to regional destination open spaces. While the ends of the spectrum are important, probably most critical for creating good 
neighbourhoods is the central portion of the spectrum which are about supporting city life. Urban green spaces such as pocket parks, playgrounds and public parks 
all play a critical role in making neighbourhoods good places to be, and supporting an urban lifestyle.

To determine a localised target for urban green space (pocket parks, playgrounds and public parks) that should be allocated per capita it is important to consider in 
the context of regional and larger amenities such as the Town Belt and the waterfront, and in relation to the provision of private open space for residential dwellings.

If the World Health Organisation (WHO) target of 9sqm per person is adopted as a minimum, and space is allocated across the continuum the resulting per capita 
target for urban green space is 4.95sqm per person. This takes into consideration the requirement for private development to ensure adequate private space is 
provided in new developments, and the access to regional amenities such as the town belt.

In addition to open space there is also the consideration of the role that the streetscape plays in terms of delivering amenity. The street and its level of service is the 
primary place for active modes infrastructure and one of the key factors in increasing walking and cycling as travel mode is the quality of place that is provided. The 
quality of the public realm also has an impact on development in that it creates places where people choose to locate and helps build new urban neighbourhoods.

Once a programme option is selected, further analysis of the level of amenity provided to support the scenario should be undertaken. Based on the Development 
Concept Plans, the key area for open space provision to improve is Te Aro. This would support the approach to increased density and development that is proposed 
under the MRT and would be further enabled through the removal of congestion on the Te Aro street network.
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Conclusions

The analysis undertaken across the four different example programmes 
demonstrates that with different levels of investment in transport infrastructure 
there are different levels of urban development capacity that is enabled. Overall, 
the increase in feasible development anticipated ranges from an increase of 
between 49% to 27% of GFA than that which is currently enabled through the 
existing District Plan and current market conditions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Through this analysis we have concluded that the type of investment that occurs 
within the corridor for MRT, that is station locations, streetscape design and 
investment in supporting utility infrastructure has a substantial impact on the level 
of property value uplift and therefore feasibility for development. This will result 
in the MRT route driving clusters of development where the access and amenity 
improvements are the highest, that is, around station locations. The overall impact 
of this from an urban form perspective is that where the most efficient route is 
from a transport, utility and placemaking perspective should result in the most 
intense development which will enable other parts of the city such as those with 
special character or heritage to have less development.

The urban development scenarios related to the programme options as presented 
within this analysis are over and above what would be expected under current 
market and planning conditions. The investment into transport infrastructure 
will drive urban development investment and concentrate it in locations that are 
more efficient from a growth perspective aiming to reduce pressure on our local 
roads and improve mode choice. However, some tough decisions will need to be 
made to support both the infrastructure investment and to create a development 
environment where private investors are willing to take the risk to develop, take 
a shared vision and partnership approach and make a transformational change to 
the city.

9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(j)

9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(j)
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Appendix 1 - Assumptions

Mode / 
infrastructure 
investment

Related LGWM 
programme*

Area of influence 

(area where urban development outcomes may occur) 

Potential benefit 

(outcomes of investment that would support urban 
development)

Potential dis-benefit

(that may impact on urban development potential)

Property uplift 
value

(to determine 
development 
feasibility)

MRT - LRT

Assumed light 
rail/or trackless 
tram

MRT

800m walking catchment (ARUP, 2016). 

Concentration of development opportunities is 
assumed directly adjoining stop location.

Other development opportunities within 800m 
catchment identified through site analysis (lot size, land 
ownership patterns etc).

Travel time benefits for residents and workers.

New opportunities through creation of new/more 
efficient connections between employee base and 
employment opportunities.

Improvements to street amenity through redesign.

Upgrades to inground infrastructure during construction 
to support growth.

Loss of on street carparking to accommodate 
infrastructure. 

Loss of capacity in road network without other 
programme elements. 

Short term disruption during construction.

MRT - BRT

Assumed 
articulated bus 
with inground 
infrastructure, 
separate to 
road corridor

MRT lite (part 
of route)

800m walking catchment (ARUP, 2016).

Concentration of development opportunities is 
assumed directly adjoining stop location.

Other development opportunities within 800m 
catchment identified through site analysis (lot size, land 
ownership patterns etc).

Travel time benefits for residents and workers.

Improvements to street amenity.

Upgrades to inground infrastructure during construction 
to support growth.

Loss of on street carparking or site to accommodate 
infrastructure. 

Loss of capacity in road network without other 
programme elements. 

Short term disruption during construction.

New priority 
bus lanes in 
road network 
as part of 
suburban bus 
network

MRT lite (part 
of route)

Part of city 
streets 

Hutt Road/
Thorndon Quay 

Golden Mile

400m walking catchment (Australia Department of 
Infrastructure and Regional Development, 2018).

Development opportunities within 400m catchment 
identified through site analysis (lot size, land ownership 
patterns etc).

Travel time benefits for residents and workers.

Loss of on street carparking to accommodate 
infrastructure. 

Loss of capacity in road network without other 
programme elements. 

Short term disruption during construction.

Railway station/
bus interchange 
upgrade

Wellington 
transit 
interchange

800m catchment.

Concentration of development opportunities assumed 
in parcels directly adjoining station/interchange and as 
part of station development.

Co-location of compatible businesses and services.

Increased concentration of customer base due to 
increased activity at station.

Improvements to overall amenity through station re-
design.

Short term disruption during construction.

Loss of available land due to land take required for 
infrastructure. 

Key assumptions 

1. Impact of infrastructure investment by mode
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Appendix 1 - Assumptions

Mode / 
infrastructure 
investment

Related LGWM 
programme*

Area of influence 

(area where urban development outcomes may occur) 

Potential benefit 

(outcomes of investment that would support urban 
development)

Potential dis-benefit

(that may impact on urban development potential)

Property uplift 
value

(to determine 
development 
feasibility)

New State road 
infrastructure

Long tunnel

Terrace tunnel 

Duplication of 
terrace tunnel

Te Aro tunnel

2-5 km driving catchment from main entrance and exit 
points (NB: where traffic is connecting from existing 
State Highway network, i.e. mostly to the north, the 
impact on development capacity will not be assessed as 
this has a broader /regional implication).

Directly adjoining road corridors where through traffic is 
reduced.

Land previously used as road now available for 
development. 

Opportunities for new development on parts of parcels 
left after land take requirements. 

Travel time benefits.

Increased amenity through reduction of traffic noise 
and congestion etc on roads where traffic volumes are 
reduced.

Reduced amenity directly adjoining new infrastructure

Any areas now subject to lower amenity as a result of 
adjoining State Highway. 

Improvements/ 
increasing 
capacity 
to existing 
State road 
infrastructure

Basin Reserve 
enhancements

Directly adjoining road corridors where traffic 
congestion is reduced.

Negative impacts where new road infrastructure 
detracts from amenity values.

Travel time benefits.

Increased amenity through reduction of traffic noise 
and congestion etc.

Loss of available land due to land take required for 
infrastructure.

Short term disruption during construction.

Reduced amenity directly adjoining new infrastructure 
(noise etc).

New cycle and 
pedestrian 
infrastructure

Active modes 
tunnel

Within local streets directly adjoining new 
infrastructure. 

Opportunities for new development on parts of parcels 
left after land take requirements.

Increased amenity through enhanced access to active 
travel options.

Improvements to overall amenity through design of 
improvements.

Loss of available land due to land take required for 
infrastructure.

Short term disruption during construction.

Cycle and 
pedestrian 
safety 
improvements

Cobham and 
Central City 

Golden Mile

City Streets

Directly adjoining road corridor.

Increased amenity through enhanced access to safer 
streets.

Improvements to overall amenity through design of 
improvements.

Short term disruption during construction.

* Programme elements excluded from assessment:

• Rail Capacity Enhancement and improved ferry access – to be delivered outside the programme and responds to growth anticipated from the region more generally. This would require a more detailed analysis of population growth and 
re-distribution at the regional scale

• Integrated ticketing, targeted TDM and congestion charging – not well defined at this stage and could be a more generalised city-wide impact rather than impact on specific locations.
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Appendix 1 - Assumptions

Land use allocation 

Allocation of the following land use splits across the city have been applied. This have been established based on the findings of the draft Development Concept 
Plans and Market Assessment, October 2020. For the areas outside the original precincts assessed in the Development Concept Plans, a high level of review of key 
market indicators was undertaken to establish assumptions for use in the modelling. 

Precinct Residential Commercial Retail 

Central City 60% 35% (office space) 5%

Hutt Road Corridor 0% 98% (warehousing/light industrial) 2%

Te Aro 75% 20% 5%

Newtown and Mount Cook 80% 18% 2%

Mount Victoria and Roseneath 95%

Kilbirnie 85% 13% 2%

Miramar 85% 13% 2%

Miramar North 89% 8% 3%

Seatoun 98% 0% 2%

Hataitai 95% 2% 3%

Berhampore 97% 0% 3%

Island Bay 98% 0% 2%

Employment capacity 

• Commercial floor space per job 25 sqm 

• Retail floor space per job 35 sqm.

(Waka Kotahi, employment generation rates)
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Ground 
conditions 

Low risk liquification area.

Portion of 200m catchment 
within identified ground 
shaking area.

Moderate risk of 
liquefaction.

Low risk liquification area. Low risk liquification area. Low risk liquification area.

Flooding 
Portion of 200m 
catchment within 2% AEP 
flood prone.

No significant flooding. No significant flooding.
Portion of 200m 
catchment within 2% AEP 
flood prone.

Portion of 200m 
catchment within 2% AEP 
flood prone.

Risk and 
contingency 

High High Low Medium Medium 

Price Point 

Assumed max 
feasible height

Max four storeys on large 
sites.

Two storeys detached else 
where.

Max four storeys on large 
sites.

Two storeys detached else 
where.

Max eight (25%) + four 
storeys (75%) on large 
sites, two storeys detached 
else where.

Max eight (25%) + four 
storeys (75%) on large 
sites, two storeys detached 
else where.

Max four storeys on large 
sites.

Two storeys detached else 
where.

Factors affecting feasibility 

The development controls used in the modelling to reflect feasible development have been informed through testing development feasibility on a range of different 
sites (as part the Development Controls Plans prepared by TPG in October 2020). The outcomes of the feasibility assessment demonstrate that, in addition to the 
uplift associated with MRT, construction risks (including ground conditions) and likely price points achieved by location determine the feasible development controls. 
How these factors have been applied across the model is outlined below. 

Appendix 1 - Assumptions

9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(j)

9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(j)
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Appendix 2 - Development controls

The built form controls used in the modelling are the result of the key learnings of development feasibility analysis undertaken by TPG as part of the preparation of Development Concept Plans along the PBC MRT route (TPG, 2020) and urban 
design analysis of appropriate building types and massing to support Transit Orientated Development (TOD).

From the development feasibility analysis, the likely feasible development outcomes under current market conditions and as a result of the introduction of investment infrastructure have been determined across the cites suburbs.  From this, 
built form controls have been adopted to reflect feasible development outcomes on potential development sites. 

The key built form controls applied across all areas of the city for all programme options include the following: 

• 75% site coverage in the areas zoned central city and 50% in the medium density zones

• Net internal area is 80% of building platform

For the purposes of modelling feasible built form across the different Example Programmes, the following built form controls have been adopted in the model.

Wellington Central*

Status quo

Controls in the current District Plan given to demonstrate baseline of what is 
permitted.

(NB: feasible development under these controls has been taken from results 
of existing WCC model) 

Areas benefiting from MRT investment (800m catchment)

Controls to reflect feasible development with 10-15% property uplift 
associated with MRT

Areas benefiting from Bus Network 
improvements only

Controls to reflect feasible development with 2-5% 
property uplift 

Zones Central Area Inner Residential Business 1 Central Area
Inner Residential 

(Thorndon)

Business 1

(Thorndon Quay)

Business 1

(Thorndon Quay)

Business 1 

(Hutt road)

Max height
80-95m above mean sea 
level

26 storeys  - 80m 
(central)

30m (waterfront)

(civic precinct)

8 storeys 4 storeys 2 storeys

Height adjoining 
residential /heritage 
boundary 

N/A for res boundary
Building recession plane 
applies

8 storeys (average 
height adjoining 
heritage building)

N/A N/A

Site coverage N/A 80% 50% 80% 80% 80%

Floor to ceiling height 3-4m
4m ground floor

3m upper levels

4m ground floor

3m upper levels
4m

Private open space N/A N/A Min 8 m2 per unit Min 8 m2 per unit N/A

Active building edge None shown Provide ground floor retail/showroom
Provide ground floor 
retail/showroom

Showroom/industrial 
use

*Includes Stats NZ Statistical Boundaries for Wellington Central, Thorndon and Pipitea (can we break Hutt Road corridor out and give separate GFA calcs)
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Appendix 2 - Development controls

Wellington Central Building Typologies

Points to note for development capacity within the central city:

• Existing controls are fairly permissive in the central area already allowing for capacity which is not currently being delivered

• Hutt Road corridor is assumed to benefit slightly from better connectivity but overall, it is assumed that it will remain a warehousing/light industrial land uses

• Thorndon Quay will move to a more mixed-use corridor with improved public transport and access for pedestrians and cyclists favouring a more mixed use/residential outcome. Note removal of on street parking may have an impact on 
some of the show room type commercial uses here so feasible development modelled shows a shift to ground floor commercial with residential above. 

Perimeter Block

Define the street edge and achieve high urban 
densities, are best used between 4 and 10 storeys and 
often have a commercial use in parts of the ground 
floor.

Hybrid

Hybrid development types can respond to varying 
suite conditions and adjacent building forms to create 
positive urban outcomes.

Commercial Tower

Towers are best suited to central business districts, 
major centres or areas of significant urban renewal, 
usually higher than 9 storeys.

Commercial Podium

Towers that incorporate a block development of up 
to 4 storeys at their base, this can allow for increased 
access to sunlight and views surrounding the tower 
and improve street and open space conditions.

Infill

Suited to narrow deep lots and best used when 
amalgamation opportunities are constrained, usually 
up to 6 storeys.
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Appendix 2 - Development controls

Te Aro*

Status Quo

Controls in the current District Plan 
given to demonstrate baseline of what is 
permitted.

(NB: feasible development under these 
controls has been taken from results of 
existing WCC model)

Areas benefiting from MRT investment 
down Taranaki (800m catchment) 

Controls to reflect feasible development 
with 10-15% property uplift associated 
with MRT

Areas benefiting from MRT investment 
down Cambridge (800m catchment) 

Controls to reflect feasible development 
with 10-15% property uplift associated 
with MRT

Areas benefiting from Bus Network 
improvements only

2-5%

Areas benefiting from amenity 
improvements associated with loss of 
SH through traffic 

10%

Zones Central Area Central Area Central Area Central Area Central Area 

Max height
6 storeys adjoining Kent Terrace

9 storeys elsewhere 

12 storeys (37m) between Kent Terrace 
& Taranaki (NB: Spatial Plan allows for 
10 storeys)

14 storeys (44m) adjoining Taranaki and 
north of Manners St mall

4-8 storeys adjoining Kent Terrace (8 
Storeys facing west, 4 at residential 
boundary)

12 storeys (37m) between Kent Terrace 
& Taranaki (NB: Spatial Plan allows for 
10 storeys)

12 storeys adjoining Taranaki 

14 storeys north of Manners St mall 
towards city (refer DP height map)

4-8 storeys adjoining Kent Terrace (8 
Storeys facing west, 4 at residential 
boundary)

4 storeys, with 8 storey towers on 25% 
of the site (on sites above 1,000sqm

14 storeys north of Manners St mall

As per heights for MRT uplift options on 
key connectors

Height adjoining res 
boundary

3m 4 storeys 4 storeys 4 storeys 4 storeys

Site coverage n/a 80% 80% 80% 80%

Private open space n/a Min 8 m2 per unit Min 8 m2 per unit Min 8 m2 per unit Min 8 m2 per unit

Active building edge None shown
Within direct vicinity of stop location 
provide ground floor retail

Within direct vicinity of stop location 
provide ground floor retail

At key locations only At key locations only

*includes Stats NZ Statistical Boundaries for Dixon Street, Courtney, Vivian West and Vivian East

Te Aro Building Typologies 

Notes: 

• 12 storeys is the minimum height demonstrated to achieve development feasibility within Te Aro with the property uplift associated with the introduction of MRT

• 4 storeys is otherwise feasible. 8 storeys on a portion of the building can be achieved where 4 storeys (lighter weight construction is used on min 75% of the building)

• Noted that spatial Plan anticipates an increase to 10 storeys in Te Aro. To achieve TOD development and opportunities for feasible development heights would need to increase on the key spines to between 12-14 storeys.
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Appendix 2 - Development controls

Mount Victoria

Status quo

Controls in the current District Plan given to 
demonstrate baseline of what is permitted.

(NB: feasible development under these controls 
has been taken from results of existing WCC 
model)

Areas benefiting from MRT investment (800m 
catchment)

Controls to reflect feasible development with 10-
15% property uplift associated with MRT

Areas benefiting from Bus Network 
improvements only

2-5%

Areas benefiting from amenity improvements 
associated with loss of SH through traffic 

10%

Zones Inner Residential Inner Residential Inner Residential Inner Residential 

Max height 3 storeys (10m)

4 storeys outside sub character areas

3 storey in sub character areas

Town houses 

4 storeys outside sub character areas

3 storey in sub character areas

Town houses 

4 storeys outside sub character areas

3 storeys in sub character areas

Town houses 

Height Recession Does not apply to med density area Allow from 1.5m side yard Allow from 1.5m side yard Allow from 1.5m side yard

Front Yard 1m 1m 1m 1m

Site coverage 50% 50% 50% 50% 

Private open space n/a Min 8 m2 per unit Min 8 m2 per unit Min 8 m2 per unit

Active building edge None shown
Within direct vicinity of stop location provide 
ground floor retail

Within direct vicinity of stop location provide 
ground floor retail

Within direct vicinity of stop location provide 
ground floor retail

Terrace Housing

Generally a row of houses that share party walls 
with individual doors that front on to the street or 
sometimes from shared driveways, usually 2-3 storeys.

Walk-up Housing

A modular building type that is able to be adapted in 
response to surrounding conditions often designed 
with a number of units arranged around an access 
core, usually up to 4 storeys.

Infill 

Suited to narrow deep lots and best used when 
amalgamation opportunities are constrained, usually 
up to 6 storeys.

Shop-Top Apartments 

Mixed use residential buildings best used in established 
centres that require active ground floors, usually 
ranging between 2 and 6 storeys.

Courtyard Apartments

Provide a centralised open space area and are highly 
flexible for use in a range of orientations, lot sizes, 
slopes and contexts. Usually up to 6 storeys but can be 
utlised as part of a larger complex.
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Appendix 2 - Development controls

Roseneath

Status Quo

Controls in the current District Plan given to demonstrate baseline of what is permitted.

(NB: feasible development under these controls has been taken from results of existing WCC model)

Areas benefiting from amenity improvements associated with loss of through traffic 

10% uplift 

Zones Outer Residential Inner Residential 

Max Height 3 storeys (10m)
3 storey 

Town houses 

Height Recession Allow for 1.5m side yard in model to reflect a height recession

Front Yard 3m 3m

Site coverage 45% 45% 

Private open space 50sqm per unit Min 25m2 per unit

Active building edge None shown Full residential development assumed 

Terrace Housing

Generally a row of houses that share party walls 
with individual doors that front on to the street or 
sometimes from shared driveways, usually 2-3 storeys.

Walk-up Housing

A modular building type that is able to be adapted in 
response to surrounding conditions often designed 
with a number of units arranged around an access 
core, usually up to 4 storeys.
















